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Notes on Contributors
Anicles
Keilh Campbell is Professor of Traditional and Modem Philosophy in Lhe
University of Sydney.
Rachel Chalmers is a Sydney graduate in English curremly writing a post-
graduate thesis in Ireland.
Jacques Delaruelle teaches Art Theory at the University of Newcastle and at
the National An School, Sydney.
Stephen Gaukroger is Reader in Tmditional and Modem Philosophy in the
University of Sydney.
Palrick Ilulchings isa lecturer in Social Inquiry at Deakin University, Victoria.
Lisa Lenlini, an Oxford graduate, is a social worker curremly practising in
Sydney.
Anne Reynolds is a senior lecturer in Italian in the University of Sydney.
Eric Sharpe is Professor of Religious Studies in the University of Sydney.
Michael Shorlland is Associate Professor in the History and Philosophy of
Science in the University of Sydney.
Francis Sparsholl is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy in the University of
Toromo.
'Hands On'
Douglas Albion is a Sydney design consultant.
Yvelle Chrislianse is curremly a postgraduate student in English at the
University of Sydney.
U/j Kaiser is a well known Sydney il1ustraLOr and anist.
Dean Kiley isa Sydney writer, currently laking further studies at the University
of Sydney.
Mabel Lee is Associate Professor in Ea<;t Asian Studies in the University of
Sydney and Foundation President of the Chinese Studies Association of
Australia.
Yang Lian has published volumes ofpoctry in China and the West. His work
was banned in China in 1989.
Adrian Mitchell is Associate Professor in English in the University of Sydney.
Noel Rowe is a lecturer in Australian Literature at the University of Sydney.
Vivian Smith is Reader in Australian Literature at the University of Sydney.
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The Sydney Society ofUterature and Aesthetics
Reviews
Eugenio Benitez is a lecturer in Traditional and Modem Philosophy at the
University of Sydney
David Brooks is a lecturer in English Literature at the University of Sydney.
Paul Patlon is a lecturer in General Philosophy at the University of Sydney.
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